Fleet: Artic Bounty
Fleet: Artic Bounty is the highly-anticipated
expansion to the award-winning card game Fleet!
A copy of Fleet is required to play!
Fleet Artic Bounty is designed to integrate with the Fleet
base game and give player the ability to choose what
license and boat cards to include in a given game, adding a
multitude of possible card and power combinations,
enhancing re-playability. Players can choose ANY
combination of old and new licenses to create exciting
new playing experiences!
About Fleet:
Fleet is a strategic card based game featuring a unique
commercial fishing theme. Fleet uses both existing and new
mechanics to create an exciting playing experience. This
expansion offers variants for two-player and solo play!
Dice Hate Me 2012 Game of the Year
Games Mag. 2014 Traditional Games 100
“Great kid friendly game. Very addictive. Interesting game
mechanics, proving that the game has been well thought out, and
thoroughly play tested.”
~Robin Lees, BGG.com
“I greatly enjoy Fleet and find it to be a challenging game that plays
light and has a great deal of replay value.”
~FatherGeek.com
“Simple to learn. Good theme and great art!”
~Chris Kirkman, DiceHateMe.com

Game Components





22 New License Cards
106 New Boat, Dock and Bay Cards
50 Fish Crates (Blue Wood Cubes)
Updated Rulebook

Players:
Playing time:
Age:
Case size:

1 -6
30 - 45 minutes
10 and up
12

Phone: 270-259-8833
Email: sales@eagle-gryphon.com

Designed by:

Benjamin Pinchback & Matthew D. Riddle
Art & Graphic Design by Eric J. Carter
Published by Gryphon Games
Made in China
Product Code:
UPC:
Size:
MSRP:

101430
609456646840
8.25” x 5” x 21.5”
$24.99

Target Audience: Fleet Fans/Owners




Casual family/friends to advanced gamers
Fans of art, history and fishing the high seas
Game, toy, gift, museum and marine shops

Core Information:





Strategic auction/bidding and hand management
Provides flexible set-up, infinite variety, & new paths to victory
Exercises planning & reasoning skills and encourages flexible thinking
Quick to learn with great replay value

